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Classic Brown Faux Leather Bound Large Print Edition King James Bible. The cover is constructed

of quality man-made material with the look and feel of real leather (trade name LuxLeather). Design

features include a detailed engraved decorative border with gold foil accents on the front and back,

gold foiled debossed title, gold gilt-edged pages with thumb indexing and an attached ribbon page

marker. Inside, you'll find reader-friendly subheadings, a double-column format, words of Christ

printed in red ink, a helpful Scripture verse finder by topic and a one-year Bible reading plan. 1002

Pages. Text Size 11pt Fits in Christian Art Gifts Large Size Bible Cover 6 5/8 x 9 5/8 x 1 1/8 Inch

1002 Gold Gilt-Edged Pages Faux Leather Flexcover Bound Thumb Indexing Lay-Flat Spine

Attached Ribbon Page Marker Words of Christ in Red InkUnique Scripture Verse Finder One-Year

Bible Reading Plan

Imitation Leather: 1002 pages

Publisher: Christian Art Publishers (May 23, 2013)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1432105493

ISBN-13: 978-1432105495

Product Dimensions:  6.5 x 1.2 x 9.7 inches

Shipping Weight: 1.6 pounds (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.5 out of 5 stars       392 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #3,396 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #16 inÂ Books > Christian Books &

Bibles > Bibles   #595 inÂ Books > Religion & Spirituality

This is a Good Bible for the price. This Bible is made to lay open and flat, which is nice. The print is

nice, big and clear. Not as dark of print as some more expensive large print Bibles, but perfectly

fine. As with most Bibles, you will be able to see the print from the other side of the page, but it is

not that obvious. The thumb tabs are helpful, but the pages where the tabs do stick to the next

pages and need to be gently loosened. I think this has to do with how the page were cut so you can

see and read the tabs. What needs to be improved is the placement of the book names. They are

not on the page corners like most Bibles. So, as you're flipping through, you don't see the book

names. The book names are centered instead. There is a list of Bible books in the beginning and a

yearly reading plan, and a "verse finder" in the back. The verse finder is topical, but not like what



you would think. It is more for inspiration and not for looking up specific verses by a word search.

Meaning, if you want to look at a few versions to inspire you when "you are feeling..." or "what the

Bible says about...", then the verse finder will list several verses to look up on basic topics. Those

expecting a true concordance will be disappointed in this shortcut. I have Bibles that are no thicker

that have a true, if condensed, concordance. I see very little use in it as I have a verse finder book

that is more helpful. There are basic chapter headings. There are no notes, which was expected.

The margins are narrow so not much room for writing, but again that was expected. The lines have

sufficient margins for comfortable reading. As another review noted, there is no page to write your

name. The cover is of excellent quality and the material itself is probably the best feature of this

Bible. The cover is glued on to the Bible. The pages are glue bound. Time will tell how they will last.

The packaging, by the way, is clear plastic - no gift box. There is a removable, thick paper wrap on

the back cover that lists the features of the Bible. There is no mention of the cover material being

made in Italy in the Bible itself. It is, however printed in China, a country that has a terrible history of

abusing Christians. A decent Bible for the money.

What a beautiful Bible! It opens easily and lays flat. The print is easy to read, and has a thumbed

index. A real time saver. The cover is beautifully engraved and looks expensive. Its the KJV which,

for me, makes me feel right there. The words of Jesus are NOT in red. This is a plus, since words in

red are tough to read in poor light.

Good company to work with (Veritas Gifts). They replaced my Bible without hesitation because of a

defect in the bindingReview: The print is nice, big and clear. Not as dark of print as some more

expensive large print Bibles, but perfectly fine. As with most Bibles, you will be able to see the print

from the other side of the page, but it is not that obvious. The thumb tabs are helpful, but the pages

where the tabs do stick to the next pages and need to be gently loosened. I think this has to do with

how the page were cut so you can see and read the tabs. What needs to be improved is the

placement of the book names. They are not on the page corners like most Bibles. So, as you're

flipping through, you don't see the book names. The book names are centered instead. There is a

list of Bible books in the beginning and a yearly reading plan, and a "verse finder" in the back. The

verse finder is topical, but not like what you would think. It is more for inspiration and not for looking

up specific verses by a word search. Meaning, if you want to look at a few versions to inspire you

when "you are feeling..." or "what the Bible says about...", then the verse finder will list several

verses to look up on basic topics. Those expecting a true concordance will be disappointed in this



shortcut. I have Bibles that are no thicker that have a true, if condensed, concordance. I see very

little use in it as I have a verse finder book that is more helpful. There are basic chapter headings.

Do not expect Scofield quality headings. There are no notes, which was expected. The margins are

narrow so not much room for writing, but again that was expected. The lines have sufficient margins

for comfortable reading. As another review noted, there is no page to write your name. The cover is

of excellent quality and the material itself is probably the best feature of this Bible. The cover is

glued on to the Bible. It is printed in China, a country that has a terrible history of abusing Christians

and very little human rights.All in all, a decent Bible for reading and serves my purposes fine.

The print is not large as is regular large print books. It is actually normal size printing for a book. But

Bibles usually have tiny print, so comparatively speaking, this is large print. Very nice cover. Nice

dark print.

This is a beautiful Bible but even though it is listed as large print and the outside paper wrapper

says large print, it is NOT large printSo dissapointed

i love reading with this versionthe fonts was in good sizethumb indexedi love to hold it and readit is

such a good feelingpraise Jesus for giving it to me in a good ratethanks for  and the seller to send it

in good speed delivery

This is my first bible and I really like it. Print could be a little bigger but I can read it just fine and I am

near sighted with vision in only one eye do to an accident. I do read this at home and take it with me

when i go to church 2 to 3 times a week. Looks nice for the price I paid for it. Pages are thin so you

could see light through them. It is light weight and seems pretty sturdy. Overall I like this bible. Plus

my girlfriend likes it too.

The review stated that this was extra large print, it's not. This is 2nd one I have ordered. The 1st

ordered was returned because of same teason. It's getting very disappointing.
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